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Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are a part of the Ethereum blockchain.
NFT is a certificate of ownership of an intangible digital asset and can
include paintings, music, digital collectibles, and in-game items. The
owners of NFTs are recorded on the blockchain, which makes it
secure to trade the digital asset they represent.

NFTs have grown in popularity dramatically in recent years,
particularly during COVID-19. One example is NBA Top Shot (a digital
version of collectible basketball cards). NBA Top Shot, developed by
Dapper Labs, has topped $700 million in sales just seven months after
its initial public offering. 

During the first half of 2021, the dapp (decentralized applications)
industry as a whole registered over 1.4 million daily unique users, up
23.72 percent from the previous year. According to a report from
NonFungible.com, the market for NFTs soared to new highs in the
second quarter, with $2.5 billion in sales so far in 2021, up from $13.7
million in the first half of 2020.

KokoSwap is a one-of-a-kind platform where users can trade, invest,
earn, play, and win. KokoSwap consists of an invite-only celebrity NFT
platform and a robust staking platform. A one-stop place for users to
stake crypto, buy digital assets, and play exciting decentralised
games.
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KokoSwap is a unique product that combines the excitement and thrill
of NFT gaming with the magic and wonders of decentralized finance.
We are excited to introduce KokoAvatar, our one-of-a-kind celebrity
NFT platform featuring famous celebrities from around the world.
Kokoswap invites everyone to be one of the select few who are invited
to enter our platform and bid on your favorite celebrity's digital assets.

Gaming in the crypto realm is a largely untouched area with enormous
potential. Data Analytics reveals that there is a strong desire
throughout the business to develop new methods to harness the
potential of cryptocurrency and leverage the celebrity NFT platform. 

The world is adopting decentralization at an ever-growing rate. DeFi
and NFTs are the new hot topics that are covering all the news. Recent
figures from statista.com show that the value of the gaming industry
globally has increased significantly over the past decade and is
projected to surpass the $200 billion mark in 2023. The overall
capitalization of the NFT market generated over $22 billion in 2021, up
from $338 million in late 2020. 

The reason behind the all-time high capitalization is the gaming sector
which has immense potential for providing gamers with unique
opportunities for collecting in-game items. This fast-moving
development can be highlighted in the eSports market, which was
valued at over $495 million in 2020 and is anticipated to reach over
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$646 million in 2021, owing to the injection of new technologies that
make the engagement process more exciting for gamers and fans.

At KokoSwap, we are working on offering world-class experiences:
first, an investor-friendly token contract that utilizes DeFi to give
improved access to a broad range of services, provide token price
stability, and capitalize on profitable technology. This, we believe, is a
first step toward increasing investor trust and long-term returns.
Secondly, our invite-only NFT platform will allow celebrities to build
digital assets - KokoAvatar from all around the world that includes
fresh and exciting features for NFT trades and gaming. 

KokoSwap aims to be the go-to place for crypto traders to understand,
trade, and learn about various tokens and cryptocurrencies at the
same time. The token monitoring system of KokoSwap uses a state-
of-the-art algorithm that enables users to make better decisions on
their investments. All of these components are built and run on
Ethereum blockchain ERC-20.  This unique comprehensive ecosystem
is redefining the NFT gaming landscape and offers the following
dimensions:

        KokoSwap
        KokoStake
        KokoAvatar

This whitepaper is written to give users a deep insight and
understanding of the NFT platform and product line built by
KokoSwap.
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Another element fueling NFT demand is the recent surge in NFT
knowledge and popularity in general. High-profile musicians,
celebrities, business leaders, and others have already benefited from
the phenomenon. Furthermore, as a result of the global ramifications
of COVID-19, the number of new people and demographics turning to
video games is growing. To put it another way, more individuals are
becoming interested in both virtual games and decentralized assets.
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In 2017, the market capitalization of the NFT business was
weighing in at $30 million.
In 2018, the crypto winter slammed the market and the blockchain
sector had a particularly bad year. On the flip side, NFT market
capitalization increased by 33% to $40 million. 
In 2019, the market cap increased once more, reaching almost
$210 million at the end of the year.
In 2020, NFT transactions added up to more than $250 million. 
2021 was the breakthrough - in the first half of the year NFT
trading volume doubled and surpassed the volume of the entire
last year.

NFT's market capitalization grew over tenfold between 2018 and 2020,
indicating a massive business potential. NFTs have quickly gained
traction among sports, artists, celebrities, and influencers as a way to
digitize their brands or intellectual property rights, with over 630,000
Ethereum wallets creating NFTs as of early 2021. Any passionate fan
of an artist, a soccer team, or a novel enjoys collecting merchandise
and memorabilia will jump at the chance to attend a Meet & Greet, a
performance, or a match (as soon as the pandemic is over). As a
result, it's only natural that NFTs are so popular among collectors and
aficionados. The new approach to acquire and interact with fans.

As indicated in the graph, below is an overview: 
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KokoSwap's native token is KOKO, and the protocol is completely
decentralized. In order to provide a true decentralized experience the
platform has shared community ownership and a robust governance
system. Keeping this in mind, KOKO enlightens KokoSwap,
transforming it into a publicly owned, self-sufficient ecosystem with
smooth, secure, and strong governance.

The KokoSwap Protocol entails using the platform to assist
cryptocurrency users in exchanging tokens and increasing the value of
tokens. KokoSwap's token launch will take place on the Uniswap
platform, which provides better opportunities for peer-to-peer token
exchange. The Uniswap platform is primarily a financial protocol that
facilitates decentralized cryptocurrency transactions. This protocol is
used for token exchange and for the exchange of cryptocurrencies.

KOKO is the KokoSwap ecosystem's utility and governance token, and
it will be used in KokoSwap, KokoStake, and KokoAvatar. The use of
KOKO throughout the ecosystem distinguishes the token by endowing
it with both playful and valuable characteristics.
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The tokens are used for following features:

FARMING
REWARD

By locking LP
tokens, liquidity
providers will be

able to earn
revenue.

MARKETPLACE FEE
 In the NFT market, they

are used to pay for
products and services. If
you want to sell your NFT

on the KokoSwap
marketplace, there is a
small amount of KOKO

tokens that will be
deducted as a fee which

will be used for
ecosystem development.

GOVERNANCE
Token holders can

partake in the
decentralized
governance

process, which
determines how

profits are spent,
as well as game
development and

expansion.

STAKING
REWARD

KOKO tokens
can be staked

to obtain
extra rewards,
which can be
used to level

up.
 

PLAY TO
EARN

KOKO tokens
can be earned

by
participating

in games.

PURCHASE
GAME ITEMS
KOKO tokens can

be used to buy
weapons and
equipment in-

game, as well as
to trade NFTs for
tangible objects.
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KokoSwap is an automated market maker (“AMM”) that allows two
tokens to be exchanged on the Ethereum blockchain.

KokoSwap gives both investors and users the opportunity to stake a
claim. KokoStake is the staking platform of the KokoSwap ecosystem
where the users can diversify their income stream by investing and
staking their idle funds to get high returns. You will be able to lay a
claim for KOKO tokens as an enrolled user.

The purpose is to help with the conversion of cryptocurrencies into
appropriate tokens with varying prices. It is vital in DeFi to identify
risks and ensure that no fraudulent actions are taking place. Strict
measures are followed on the KokoSwap platform to ensure the
security of both the transaction and the users' information.

KokoStake allows users to stake Ether or KOKO tokens to earn high
annual interest and generate good passive income. Key features of the
platform are NFTs, exchange, and staking.

The minimum staking period is one year, and the staking program
lasts two years.
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First, visit KokoSwap’s official website.
Users will see a “Buy $KOKO” option in the top-right corner on the
landing page.
Click on the “Buy $KOKO” option, and users will see two options,
“Uniswap” and “Card/Bank Transfer.”
To Stake $KOKO, click on the “Uniswap” option, which will redirect
the user to Uniswap’s browser app.
On Uniswap’s browser app, users will see four options on the top-
right corner: “Swap,” “Pool,” “Vote,” and “Charts.”
Click on the “Pool” tab to start the staking process.
On the “Pool” tab, users will have to connect a wallet. Uniswap
provides support for various wallets such as MetaMask,
WalletConnect, Coinbase Wallet, Fortmatic, Portis.
Users have to connect the wallet in which $KOKO tokens are
present.
After that, click on the “View V2 Liquidity” option on the bottom at
the center of the webpage.
The button will redirect users to a V2 pool page where they can
provide liquidity.

Staking can be a confusing process, especially for new users.
However, users can follow the below steps for staking on the platform.
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To add liquidity, click on the “Add V2 Liquidity” tab.
On clicking, users will be presented to choose the amount of token
to stake. On the top drop-down menu, select ETH, and on the
bottom, choose KOKO by searching for the token.
After confirming all the steps, select confirm and click on approve.
Upon completion of the approval step, users are required to click
on supply.
Users will receive UNI-LP and can see the UNI-LP on the same
page once the transaction is confirmed.
The next step is to add UNI-LP on the Staking portal.
To begin, go to staking.kokoswap.org and select KOKO-ETH LP.
Wait for the platform’s green signal with the transaction approval
after clicking the “Approve” button.
Click on the “+” icon, then on Max, or enter the amount of UNI-LP
you want to add, then click on deposit.
Once the transaction is confirmed, users will be able to see the
UNI-LP staked token as well as the earned koko rewards on the
left panel.

Note — Staking $KOKO will earn users 0.3% of all trades on the
ETH/KOKO pair proportional to their share of the pool.

http://staking.kokoswap.org/
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Mobile gaming already outnumbers both console and PC gaming,
accounting for approximately 57 percent of the $173 billion in global
video game revenue in 2020. According to the publisher's projections,
the mobile gaming market will expand from $98 billion in 2020 to $272
billion in 2030, with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 11%.
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During the projected period of 2021-2026, the MMORPG gaming
market is poised to grow at a CAGR of roughly 9.5 percent. The
growing popularity of online gaming among millennials has resulted in
the development of a virtual world for video gamers, complete with a
virtual economy, currency, trade environment, and real-time scenarios
to contend with. By using cutting-edge technology, game developers
successfully keep players involved in role-playing games and convince
them to wager more real money in order to earn rewards or "boosters"
over the games using innovative gaming technologies.
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MARKET SNAPSHOTMARKET SNAPSHOT

CAGR: 9.5%CAGR: 9.5%
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Use cases of NFTs are extremely diverse. Lately, NFTs have been
revolving around digital art. Role-playing games are one of the major
use cases of NFTs which has not been exploited yet. KokoAvatar aims
to hit the role-playing games industry with NFTs.

Kokoswap's invite-only exclusive NFT platform is in the perfect spot to
become the marketplace of choice for celebrities and supporters,
while also providing a trusted environment for stars to debut in the
NFT hype and elevate their brand, owing to our unrivaled international
network.

Fans have a lot of visibility over their favorite stars' activities in
today's positively contentious social media landscape, but interaction
levels are incredibly limited. While the growing NFT space is making it
easier for celebrities to create high-value digital representations of
their work, the fan-celeb experiential narrative has yet to be properly
addressed.

KokoAvatar aims to bring the NFT experience to MMORPG gaming. All
users will have customisable gorilla characters. Thousand of
accessories, skins and limited edition merchandise will be minted as
NFTs and will be available for trade and auction for our fellow gorillas.

In addition to player customisations, special NFT badges will be
minted to offer player customizations. These NFT badges will be
based on the real Koko gorilla from The Gorilla Foundation in
California who learnt gorilla sign language and was capable of 
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communicating with humans. 1000 badges will be minted
representing 1000 different signs learnt by Koko.

KokoAvatar will be a unique identification of the users on the
KokoSwap ecosystem. KokoAvatar will consist of an NFT open wallet
concept where all the users can showcase and show off their NFT
achievements. Just bought a new skin? Broadcast it to the world by
displaying it on your KokoAvatar open wallet.

kokoswap.org

It will include an NFT open wallet
concept in which all users can brag

about their NFT accolades.

ACCOMPLISHMENT 
KokoAvatar aims to bring the NFT
experience to MMORPG gaming.

 

MULTIPLAYER

KokoAvatar will be a one-of-a-kind
identifier for users on the

KokoSwap ecosystem.

IDENTIFIER
One of the major use cases of NFTs
that has yet to be exploited is role-

playing games.

USE CASE

KokoSwap redefines the criteria of fan engagement by facilitating fans
to have their fandom reinforced, increasing access to authentic
celebrity experiences, and providing a platform for NFT trading.
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According to data statistics, users were enticed by the app's virtual
reality aspect and the opportunity to play the game in real life rather
than staying at home and playing games on their devices. 

Augmented reality (AR) is distinct from its more well-known cousin
virtual reality (VR). Augmented reality combines the physical and
virtual worlds by superimposing a computer-generated image on a
view of the real world as seen through a mobile device.

Our gaming platform's key differentiator is that it combines
commonplace technologies such as GPS, mapping, and satellite
services with location services, landmarks, and Koko gorilla as a key
character, allowing augmented reality to blend into the background
and allow the game experience to lead with the new ideology of
tokenizing an in-app game.Users can see their Koko Avatars
wandering around in the real world thanks to our cutting-edge AI and
AR technology, allowing them to put their gaming skills to the test.

This gaming ideology will pave the way for in-app purchases of in-
game tokens and powers.

Furthermore, our augmented game has the potential to become more
social. This possibility will also attract more advertisers and
platforms. Advertisers are drawn to augmented reality, and we're only
scratching the surface of how valuable location-based marketing can
be.
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KOKO Portal Launch
KOKO Token Launch
KOKO Artist
Onboarding

KOKO Avatar Launch
KOKO Arcade Launch
KOKO NFT Launch
KOKO NFT
Collaboration Event
KOKO Staking Launch

 Q2 2021

Q3 2021

KOKO Avatar Open
KOKO NFT New
update features
KOKO Payment
Gateway

Q4 2021

KOKO Gaming
Integration
KOKO NFT’s API’s
KOKO Token Launch on
CEX

Q1 2022
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Ecosystem Development
& Expansion 

(10%)
33,000,000

Team and
Advisors

(15%)
49,500,000

IDO
(15%)

49,500,000

Staking
(24%)

79,200,000

Launchpads
(18%)

59,400,000

Strategic Sale
(10%)

33,000,000
 

Partnerships
(3%)

9,900,000Community Growth 
(5%)

16,500,000

TOKENOMICSTOKENOMICS
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TOKENOMICSTOKENOMICS

The total supply for the KOKO tokens is 330,000,000 (three hundred
and thirty million tokens) in the KokoSwap tokenomics. The highest
number of tokens allotted in tokenomics is 79.2 million for staking.
The minimum staking period is one year and the staking program lasts
for two years. It entails storing tokens in a cryptocurrency wallet
(metamask.io) and generating more predictable percentage returns. 
In addition, partnerships have 3% of the pie, that is 9.9 million tokens.

Furthermore, 59,400,000 tokens (18%) are allocated to Launchpads.
Launchpad is a token launch platform that allows early-stage
cryptocurrency projects to raise funds through Initial Exchange
Offerings, allowing all potential stakeholders to become early
adopters of the project without investing large sums of money.

NAME

KokoSwap

TOTAL
SUPPLY

330,000,000
Tokens

SYMBOL BLOCKCHAIN

Ethereum
ERC20
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In addition, 33,000,000 tokens are reserved for Ecosystem
Development & Expansion, accounting for 10% of the total KOKO
tokens.

IDO has 15% of the pie, that is, 49.5 million tokens. Moreover, the
Strategic Sale accounts for 10%, i.e. 33 million tokens.

The KOKO project's core team and advisors will hold 15% of the
supply, totaling 49.5 million tokens. 

Lastly, community growth accounts for 5% i.e. 16.5 million tokens.
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All risks and uncertainties associated with the Token Vendor and/or
its affiliates and their respective business and operations, Tokens, the
Token Sale, and the KokoSwap NFT Platform should be thoroughly
considered and evaluated by prospective Token purchasers prior to
making a purchase decision. This Whitepaper and the Token Sale
Terms must be read before purchasing tokens. The Token Sale Terms
will provide more information about the risks associated with
participating in the Token Sale and working with the Token Vendor.
Token Vendor's business, financial condition, results of operations
and prospects might be seriously harmed if any of these risks and
uncertainties materialize. If any of these risks and uncertainties
materialize, the Token Vendor and/or its affiliates' business, financial
condition, results of operations, and prospects could be negatively
affected. Depending on the circumstances, you could lose all or some
Tokens.
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DISCLAIMERDISCLAIMER
KOKO Tokens do not represent investment or security. For the
purposes of this paragraph, "Token Holder" means any person who
owns Tokens and does not have a claim against the Issuer for
repayment of any monetary sum or a claim for payment of interest.
Diverse factors could result in the complete loss of the value of KOKO
Tokens or any investment. The issuer will make every attempt to 
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publish the KOKO Token on a cryptocurrency exchange or trading
platform, but cannot promise when or if this will happen. Before a
listing is finalized, Token Holders can only sell tokens bilaterally. In
addition, there is no guarantee that Token buyers will be accessible or
that they will be willing to pay the amount that was paid by the Token
Holder at the time of acquisition.

The objective of this white paper is to introduce the token concept.
The information provided herein is not intended to be exhaustive and
does not imply the existence of a contract. In order for potential
investors and participants to make an educated decision regarding
any investment in the platform, it has only one purpose: to give
relevant, reasonable information.

As such, this white paper shall not be construed to be a prospectus of
any kind or a solicitation for investment in any jurisdiction. There are
no rules or regulations in any jurisdiction that may have been created
to safeguard investors, and this paper is not composed in compliance
with them. It is expressly stated that KOKO Tokens is in no way liable
for any direct, indirect, or consequential loss or damage whatsoever
arising directly or indirectly from:
- Dependence on the contents of this document
- Any error or inaccuracy in any such information 
- Any follow-up action resulting therefrom

This whitepaper uses references to third-party data and industry
publications. KokoSwap believes that the material provided in this
white paper is accurate and that the calculations and assumptions it 
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makes are sound. This information, however, cannot be guaranteed to
be accurate or full. As a result, while we believe that the information
and data reproduced in this white paper were obtained from reputable
sources, we have not independently verified the information or data
from third-party sources referred to in this white paper, nor have we
verified any of the assumptions underlying such sources.

As a high-risk investment, cryptocurrencies may not be suited for all
investors. It is important to understand the nature, complexity, and
risks associated with cryptocurrency trading before making a
purchase. Purchases of cryptocurrencies should not be made without
a clear awareness of the potential risks involved in doing so.

To date, cryptocurrency exchange rates have been extremely volatile,
exposing the entire cryptocurrency investment to potential loss. Many
factors, including but not limited to national and international
economic, financial, regulatory, political, terrorist, military, and other
events, adverse or positive news events and publicity, and generally
extreme, uncertain, and volatile market conditions, will affect the
market price of cryptocurrencies. Extreme price and ability to
sell/exchange fluctuations can happen at any time.
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